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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust is Suffolk’s nature charity – the only organisation dedicated to safeguarding Suffolk’s wildlife and countryside.


We make a difference for Suffolk by managing nature reserves - securing a bigger, better and more connected landscape for wildlife and by inspiring the next generation through hands-on experiences with nature.
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                  We want to turn nature’s recovery in Suffolk from an aspiration into a reality by making space for wildlife across the county and bringing nature into the places where people live their daily lives. This is one of the very biggest challenges that faces our society today.
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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust cares for 50 nature reserves, with fantastic visitor centres at Carlton Marshes and Lackford Lakes. Please help us care for the nature reserves you've enjoyed, by joining Suffolk Wildlife Trust.
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                  We have something for everyone! Events for tots through to teens, wildlife courses for adults, practical conservation volunteering, wildlife walks and talks.
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                  There are so many ways to get involved and support Suffolk's Wildlife, from watching a wildlife webinar at home to volunteering with us on a reserve. 
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            Butterfly ID Workshop

        

        

    
    
        Join Peter Maddison from Suffolk Butterfly Conservation for a workshop discovering how to identify Suffolk's butterflies,
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            Summer Butterfly photography

        

        

    
    
        Explore the art of butterfly photography, with award-winning photographer Kevin Sawford.
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            Butterfly-friendly gardening

        

        

    
    
        Butterflies will be attracted into any garden that offers shelter from the wind and a supply of nectar from flowering plants. There are more than 30 different species of butterfly in Suffolk, though many are becoming rarer due to losses of wildflower meadows, hedgerows and woodlands.
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        A talk to learn all about butterflies and how to spot them.
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            Garden bumblebee

        

        

    
    
        Unsurprisingly, the garden bumblebee can be found in the garden, buzzing around flowers like foxgloves, cowslips and red clover. It is quite a large, scruffy-looking bee, with a white tail. It…
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        Over recent years, numbers of our once-common garden birds have dropped dramatically in the wake of increased development, intensification of farming, and habitat loss - by up to 71% for some birds. 



Can you spot Britain's top ten garden birds in your garden? Find out how to identify common garden birds and how you can attract birds to your garden.



Learn how you can help and how to identify different birds below.
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        Join the Valley Fens Wildlife Group for this fascinating talk by Andrew Goodall.
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            How to attract butterflies to your garden

        

        

    
    
        Provide food for caterpillars and choose nectar-rich plants for butterflies and you’ll have a colourful, fluttering display in your garden for many months.
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        Our Hedgehog Officer tells us about an exciting realisation in her garden!
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            An extraordinary but ordinary garden

        

        

    
    
        In the heart of mid Suffolk, a thoughtful approach by Kate and Dave have led to years of pleasure watching the wildlife respond to subtle changes they have made to their garden. An example for all…
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            Greater butterfly-orchid

        

        

    
    
        The Greater butterfly-orchid is a tall orchid of hay meadows, grasslands and ancient woodlands. It has whitish-green flowers that have spreading petals and sepals - a bit like the wings of a…
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            Garden warbler

        

        

    
    
        A plain-looking warbler, the garden warbler is a summer visitor to the UK. It is a shy bird and is most likely to be heard, rather than seen, in woodland and scrub habitats.
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          Suffolk Wildlife Trust is part of a UK-wide network of Wildlife Trusts. It is the only charity dedicated wholly to safeguarding Suffolk's wildlife and countryside.
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